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Book 1 of Revelation Special OpsCrawling through an air duct in Queens...spending all night alone

in an African jungle...that's normal for teenage spy Hadassah Michelman. She wants to join

Revelation Special Ops, a Christian organization that works to rescue kids from modern

slavery.Hadassah's life is about to get a whole lot crazier.The spies of Revelation Special Ops are

the elite of the weak. Weak because their hearts are broken for the oppressed. Elite because they

keep the code.
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I would definitely recommend this book to anyone looking for a gritty but Spirit filled action packed

drama that makes you salivate for the sequel. So many questions and your heart will ache for the

characters. It challenges you to look around you and really aee what is going on. It makes you

reflect on what you would do if the choice was laying your life down for another or living to see

another day. Could not put it down.



Human trafficking is the hot social justice topic right now and this book provides a glimpse into the

difficulties of rescuing the victims. Though it has a teen heroine and is written for teens, I'm in my

mid-50's and enjoyed reading it more than some recent adult novels I've read. There is lots of action

and adventure to keep one's interest along with a bit of romance. Well-written. Definitely

recommend it to any teens interested in the human trafficking issue.

I admit that I'm not an "end of times" type of person, in terms of the biblical context. I do love movies

like Armageddon and all the end of times things Hollywood puts out there. Maybe because

somewhere inside of me I think that the bible version of it is the real deal, so it's too real for me and

Hollywood is not, so it makes me feel better just to see the meteors explode and that kind of

thing.Even then, I ventured to read the book "The Elite of the Weak" by Author Precarious Yates.

This book has non stop action. As Christians we talk a lot about being in a war and being soldiers

for the Lord, if you ever need a practical image of what that war looks like and what being part of the

Army of God would mean, especially during these times; this is the book to read.These characters

show such passion for God in the midst of their own personal pain, their devotion, their worship was

truly admirable. There's a warm love story included, which is very sweet and it almost makes you

forget the dangers of the war that was going on, but they quickly send you back into action. This

book is the first of a series and the author is already in warning that the next one better be out

soon.Even if the end of times is not your thing, even when the book is classified as Young Adult

(YA) in genre, if you have a love for the Lord and want to have an image of what it is to live a life

that tries to see through his eyes and feel through his heart, this book is for you. And by the way, I

totally think this book should be made into a movie and I would be the first one to be in line to see

it.Now what is the book about? I don't like spoilers. I hate when I go see a movie with someone who

has seen it and tries to tell me about it, but I know you need some information.Hadassah is a very

unusual teenager. Instead of learning how to bake cookies from her mother, she's learning to

become a spy, but not any kind of spy... a spy for the army of God. You will see the dangerous

missions in which she's involved and all the technology involved, very Mission Impossible type

thing. She wants to become part of the R. S. O. (Revelations Special Operations- a CIA espionage

type organization with a Christian mission) and she is accepted and that's when the fun begins.

I received this as a free book on Kindle. I hadn't ever heard of the book or Precarious Yates but I

loved this book. I can't wait until the next episode comes out. I love the Word that is used, some

authors are afraid to use scripture but in the case it was a necessity. She did it in a very prudent



way.Hadessah Michelman is a Jewish Christian. Her mother, Eva was once a member of the

Mossad and is now a private investigator, her father is a pastor who centers on end time prophesy,

the two of them had raised her to serve in any way possible to save others. Hadessah had been

trained by her mother to work with her in missions. At the beginning of the book she goes on a

mission trip with other teens. She is horrified when a baby is kidnapped from their compound. She

goes out with the other teens but goes off by her self. Armed with secret gadgets her mother had

given her, she manages to find the baby along with 59 others and saved them.She talks her parents

into allowing her to graduate early so she can join the group Revelation Special Ops. This group

was formed to help those children caught in human sex trafficking. They must train for at least a

year and they must grow closer to God. They believe there is no rapture and that they must do all

they can through the tribulation.Asher Michelman, Hadessah's father is kidnapped on a mission trip.

It is Hadessah's desire to go find him with her mother but she must finish her training. She meets a

young man, Matthew Cho. She is very attracted to him which is very much against the rules, this

becomes a great battle for her. She later finds out that Mat's father, along with several others was

also kidnapped with her father. There first mission takes place a year and a half after she joins.This

is a fast moving, action packed story. A story you don't want to set down. I loved every minute of it. I
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